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the dvd cover art is the most disturbing thing about this movie, which, let me tell you,
turns out to be a problem because the rest of the movie is awesome. it is awful. the
only other thing that was that distracting was the music. while a lot of the songs are
the type of stuff that you might expect to hear in a modern, post-christian epic, the

music in this film is actually pretty distracting. one of the songs in particular, which is
mostly instrumental, sounds like a moog synthesizer is going off in the background,

and it is very noticeable. dont expect the story to be too profound or moving. its not a
tragic rags-to-riches tale of a young man who struggles up through the ranks, nor a
military saga of the years leading to the roman conquest of judea. but this movie is
great fun, a bit of a melodrama with a touch of action (the final race) and a healthy

dose of comedy (when judah gets his first sword) the costuming is terrific, the set and
visual design is skillfully conceived and executed, and the musical score (by jerry

goldsmith) is superb. i cant claim that there is a subplot as such, but the film spends
an inordinate amount of time dramatizing jesus as the savior of the world. a lot of that

time is spent as he rides a donkey around jerusalem. its a pretty inoffensive movie
and, if you are a bible thumper, an effective way to deliver a message. its just not a

terribly adventurous or compelling movie, in part because it doesnt have a lot of
narrative to work with. its very funny for a while, but its not funnier than it has any

right to be, because its a great movie, and sometimes a gag needs to be spread out a
bit.
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theres a lot to say about this movie. i mean, its a great
adventure film, and thats what it does, and does it really well.

its a series of acts that begin on a high, and they dont really let
up. the first act of the film is set on the road, as judah follows
the path of messala to rome. i was surprised how little this act
is a retelling of the book. theres a few slight differences, but its
mostly an action-oriented version of the book. the second act is
set in a prison cell, and its a hell of a lot more effective than it
would be in real life, especially if the cell were located on the
moon, or the bottom of the ocean. this one is set in the home

of messala, and its one of the most effective sets in the movie.
its really where the story is told, and it gives it a great sense of
atmosphere. both of these acts are punctuated with the usual
list of subplots that seem to be there to justify the acting and

the stunning visuals, but i dont think that they add a great
deal. the third act is the most remarkable, and is the most

effective in convincing you that something is about to happen.
its exactly what happens in the book, and i was taken aback by
the abruptness of the change. i had a bit of a problem with the
movie setting the tone of the second act, but its really not as
much of a problem as it would be in real life. theres no way
theres going to be room for a tone setter in a film with this
much action. and it works. so, at what point do we lose our

focus on the man judah? thats the question that struck me as i
watched this movie. i think theres a fair amount of footage of
the man judah that keeps us from getting too close to him. i

mean, its not like he really talks in this version. its not until the
very last scene that he comes close to being fully realized in
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this movie. the question is, why would lew wallace put the time
and effort into a movie that wasnt about a man who wasnt

really a man. its not like he put in a whole lot of detail on judah,
which is what, after all, this movie is about. the answer to that
is easy: he didnt. theres not too much to say about judah, and

no surprises about him, either. he just is, and thats how he
comes across. it just doesnt matter to me, because, to be

honest, i dont really care. i dont want to know any more about
him than i have to. not in this movie. its a wonderful movie for
what it is, but, at the end of the day, theres no real reason for
me to care about judah, and thats the problem. the movie is

about messala, and its a good enough story, all things
considered. its great for what it is, and theres no doubt that it
was a good movie to make in 1959. its just not a movie i want

to see again, much less pay to see. 5ec8ef588b
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